Gwyneth Paltrow played this Jane Austen heroine in 1996
Gary Sinise directed and starred in Of __ and Men in 1992
__ and Prejudice is the Bollywood version of Pride and Prejudice
The Muppets did A Christmas __ by Charles Dickens
"The Man In The Iron Mask" and "The Three Musketeers" author
Charlton Heston played this Biblical man in The Ten Commandments
Gaston Leroux's Phantom of the __ has been a movie and play
Keira Knightley starred as Elizabeth Bennet in __ and Prejudice
Director __ Zeffirelli's Romeo and Juliet won two Oscars in 1968
John Ford directed Henry Fonda in The __ of Wrath in 1940
Mel Gibson and Kenneth Branagh have played this Dane on the screen
In 2007, Robert Zemeckis directed this epic poem
Bela Lugosi played Bram Stoker's famous Count in 1931
O, Brother Where Art Thou? is based on this classic epic
Demi Moore wore Nathaniel Hawthorne's "__ Letter" in 1995
Brad Pitt played __ in the movie Troy based on "The Iliad" by Homer
Alicia Silverstone starred in this modern remake of Emma in 1995
Death of a __ has had several TV versions, but the movie was in 1951
In 1963, Albert Finney was the title character of Henry Fielding's novel
Disney animated this Victor Hugo classic The __ of Notre Dame
Edith Wharton's "Age of __" starred Michelle Pfeiffer
1982's Lady __'s Lover was based on D. H. Lawrence's novel
In 1945, Angela Lansbury and Donna Reed were in The Picture of __
Ralph Fiennes & Laurence Olivier both played __ in Wuthering Heights
1999's Cruel __ was based on the novel "Les Liaisons Dangereuses"
Katherine Hepburn and Winona Ryder starred in versions of this novel
Ang Lee directed Hugh Grant and Emma Thompson in Sense and __
10 Things I Hate About You is based on his "Taming of the Shrew"
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